Abstract-This paper presents new techniques to improve the performance of a fixed-rate entropy-coded trellis-coded quantizer (FE-TCQ) in transmission over a noisy channel. In this respect, we first present the optimal decoder for a fixed-rate entropy-coded vector quantizer (FEVQ). We show that the optimal decoder for the FEVQ can be a maximum likelihood decoder where a trellis structure is used to model the set of possible code words and the Viterbi algorithm is subsequently applied to select the most likely path through this trellis. In order to add quantization packing gain to the FEVQ, we take advantage of a trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) scheme. To prevent error propagation, it is necessary to use a block structure obtained through a truncation of the corresponding trellis. To perform this task in an efficient manner, we apply the idea of tail biting to the trellis structure of the underlying TCQ. It is shown that the use of a tail-biting trellis significantly reduces the required block length with respect to some other possible alternatives known for trellis truncation. This results in a smaller delay and also mitigates the effect of error propagation in signaling over a noisy channel. Finally, we present methods and numerical results for the combination of the proposed FEVQ soft decoder and a tail-biting TCQ. These results show that, by an appropriate design of the underlying components, one can obtain a substantial improvement in the overall performance of such a fixed-rate entropy-coded scheme.
data compression has motivated recent consideration of their joint source-channel coding. Variable-length codes have an inherent problem in the presence of channel error. Due to the sequential decoding and variable-length nature of such codes, channel errors can lead to a loss of synchronization resulting in error propagation. In practice, errors may propagate for a considerable period of time before synchronization is reestablished. Variable-length codes (e.g., Huffman codes) might be improved in respect of synchronization as explored in [2] and [3] . The mechanism relies on the existence of universal synchronizing code words that will obviously result in some overhead in terms of the required bit rate. Conventionally, variable-length bit streams are made channel robust through packetization and forward error correction (FEC), which may result in an undesirable overhead in terms of bandwidth efficiency. Another problem with variable-length codes is that they require buffering for transmission over a channel.
In practice, such a buffer has a finite size; hence, undesirable buffer overflow/underflows may occur. Recently, several joint source/channel coding approaches have been introduced to improve the decoding of variable-length codes.
One class of source-channel coders use some knowledge of the source or source coder properties to detect channel errors and/or compensate for the effect of such errors. In this case, no redundancy is added to the output of the source encoder. Instead, the characteristics of the source or the source code are used to provide protection against possible channel errors. For example, if there is some redundancy remaining at the output of the source encoder, then this residual redundancy can be used to combat the channel noise [10] . The application of such techniques for the case of variable-length encoded data are proposed by [4] and [6] [7] [8] . This technique combined with other error-correcting schemes, such as turbo codes, are also presented in [11] [12] [13] .
In general, the nature of variable-rate systems greatly complicates the estimation problem at the decoder side and there have been different attempts to reduce the receiver complexity at the cost of being suboptimum. In [4] , assuming the source to be first order Markovian, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding method is presented, using an approximate method in which the receiver operation is independent of the probability of the received code word. In [5] and [6] , a computationally complex exact MAP decoding method and an efficient approximation for it are studied. In addition to sequence-based MAP decoding, the symbol-by-symbol MAP decoding according to the BCJR algorithm [9] is also described. In [7] , another method is proposed, specifically for memoryless sources. In [8] , a MAP-decoding method that does not include a constraint on the length of the decoded symbol sequence is proposed.
To take advantage of the potential gain due to entropy coding while avoiding the disadvantages associated with conventional methods based on using variable-rate codes (including error propagation and buffering problems), one can use a fixed-rate entropy-coded vector quantizer (FEVQ), which is derived from a set of variable-length scalar quantizers. The use of FEVQ confines the error propagation within a block, resulting in better performance over noisy channels. As we will show in this article, by using residual redundancy in FEVQ, one can further improve the overall performance over a noisy channel. The methods presented in this paper exploit the known characteristics of the output symbols of an FEVQ to provide higher protection against the channel noise, resulting in reduction of the error propagation between the symbols within an FEVQ code vector.
In an FEVQ, every code vector consists of a fixed number of bits representing source symbols [14] [15] [16] . Although an FEVQ attempts to remove the redundancy of the source in the first place, due to the imposed constraint on having a fixed number of bits per block of source symbols, this objective of redundancy removal cannot be achieved completely. In this article, the receiver is designed to take advantage of such a leftover redundancy in the encoded source output to improve the overall performance of the decoder in handling possible channel errors. We show that the optimum receiver can be a MAP or maximum likelihood (ML) receiver. In this case, the decoder estimates the transmitted sequence by applying the Viterbi algorithm through a trellis structure (finding the most probable sequence) where the trellis is a model for representing the entire encoder code book.
It is also well known that the choice of mapping between the quantizer code words and channel input symbols may lead to a reduction in the distortion due to channel noise [17] , [18] . This is known as the index-assignment problem. The idea here is to come up with a distance preserving mapping from the source space to the channel space such that a "small" channel noise results in a "small" source distortion. In this regard, we propose a procedure to label the prefix code tree to improve the overall performance.
In order to achieve some quantization packing gain, we make use of a trellis-coded quantizer (TCQ) in conjunction with FEVQ. To prevent the effect of error propagation, it is necessary to use a block structure obtained by a truncation of the trellis. In TCQ, there are two common methods to implement such a block structure, either by transmitting an additional number of bits to specify the starting state for each block or by starting the TCQ operation in a fixed starting state for each block. Both methods suffer from an overhead in terms of either the required bit rate or the achievable quantization gain. The disappointing fact is that, as the number of states increases, the corresponding loss substantially increases in both methods. To reduce the effect of such a loss, we propose the use of a new form of block-structure TCQ by the application of a tail-biting trellis. The use of tail-biting trellis significantly reduces the required block length with respect to conventional methods, which results in a smaller delay and also mitigates the effect of the error propagation in signaling over a noisy channel. We will also study the combination of the tail-biting TCQ with the proposed ML decoder of the FEVQ.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the soft decoding of the FEVQ over a noisy channel. In this regard, we have a brief review of the FEVQ formulation where the FEVQ is based on a variable-length scalar quantizer labeled with a binary prefix code. We show that the optimum receiver of the FEVQ can be an MAP or an ML decoder. A trellis representation of the FEVQ decoder is then described. We further show how the idea could be generalized for the case that FEVQ is combined with TCQ. We conclude in Section II by presenting a procedure to label a prefix code tree. Section III introduces the tail-biting trellis structure for the quantization and a suboptimum algorithm is also presented for the decoding of the proposed tail-biting TCQ. Finally, in Section IV, we conclude the paper with some numerical results regarding the soft decoding of FEVQ, tail-biting TCQ, and the combination of the two.
II. SOFT DECODING OF FEVQ OVER A NOISY CHANNEL

A. FEVQ Structure
Consider an -dimensional vector quantizer derived from variable-length scalar quantizers. The th quantizer consists of partitions with reconstruction levels , where . There is a variable-length binary prefix code associated with each quantizer, where the code word corresponding to has a length of . Using the above notations, the FEVQ operation can be formulated as minimize subject to (1) where is the maximum binary length to represent an -dimensional ( -D) code word. The output of the FEVQ will be a bit sequence with binary length of . The formulation differs from [15] , where the self-information of the reconstruction levels is used instead of their binary code lengths. In case the total binary length to represent the quantized symbols is less than , the rest of the block is filled by zeros. There are a few methods known to solve (1), providing a range of tradeoffs between performance and complexity for different classes of sources [14] [15] [16] , [19] .
B. ML Decoding of FEVQ
Assume that the FEVQ operates at a rate of bits per source dimension, i.e., . For each input, the encoder produces a binary vector for transmission. Each of the bits of is binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated and the output is transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel receiving an -D real vector .
To recover the transmitted code-word sequences from the received data , the straightforward approach is to decode in a sequential manner (symbol by symbol). This is achieved by hard-decision decoding of bits and then reverse substitution after parsing the decoded string into code words. In the case that the received bits are not enough to specify all the symbols (error has occurred), the decoder maps the rest of the symbols to a fixed value equal to the statistical average of the reconstruction levels. In this method, the receiver uses neither the fact that each block contains source symbols nor the information that is embedded in the soft data.
Using a received vector , the optimum receiver [20] chooses the most probable transmitted sequences For fixed-length codes, is irrelevant to the receiver operation and the optimal receiver maximizes . This assumption is not valid for the variable-length codes (the received vectors have different probabilities) and, in related research works, in order to simplify the decoder operation, the effect of is ignored [4] , [6] , [8] . For an FEVQ encoder, all the transmitted sequences ( -tuples) have the same binary length and almost the same probability (based on the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [21] ). Therefore, the assumption that is approximately the same for all the transmitted code vectors is valid and the receiver can be simplified to a MAP decoder that maximizes Once again, considering the fact that all encoder code vectors are approximately equiprobable (based on AEP), the receiver can be further simplified to an ML decoder that maximizes . Thus, the decoder can be a well-known Viterbi decoder that uses as the path metric in a trellis representation of the FEVQ where the corresponding branch metrics depend strictly on the channel output. In the following, we further discuss the trellis structure used in the soft-decision decoding of the FEVQ.
C. Trellis Representation
Using the fact that each block of bits represents source symbols, the decoder compares the received block with all the possible choices of symbols that has a total binary length of or less. One structured approach is to represent all of the combinations of symbols by a trellis diagram, with the states corresponding to the accumulative length of the code words. In this trellis diagram, each transition corresponds to a set of source symbols, which results in a trellis composed of stages, where the transition(s) from state of stage to state of stage correspond to the th symbol(s) of length (refer to Fig. 1 ). The states in the th stage represent the accumulative code-word length over the set of the first dimensions. In this case, since the prefix code may consist of code words of equal length, there may exist parallel branches between some of the states. As we will see later, this is an important point to be noted in selecting the index assignment for increasing robustness in signaling over a noisy channel.
In the final portion of the trellis (from stage to ), there is a transition corresponding to the sequence of terminating zero bits, ending to a common final node for all the trellis paths. This ensures that the total length of all the paths is equal to . The final step is to use the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely path through this trellis.
D. Soft Decoding of FE-TCQ
Consider an FE-TCQ specified by states, an alphabet (set of quantization levels)
, which is partitioned into four subsets , , , and using an Ungerboeck partition chain, a set of binary code-word lengths , where is the binary length corresponding to , a threshold for total binary length of , and an Ungerboeck-type trellis structure whose branches are labeled with the subsets , . The code-book set is a collection of all the possible sequences from the trellis , with an additional constraint that the total binary length is no greater than the threshold . The ML decoder explained in the previous section can be applied for soft-decision decoding of the suggested FE-TCQ, with some differences caused by the method used to design the corresponding prefix code. We consider two possible cases to design such a prefix code.
I) A variable-length binary prefix code is assigned to the points of each of the Ungerboeck-type subsets [22] . In this case, every bit sequence corresponding to a threshold point consists of two parts: one bit that represents the subset 1 (TCQ path indicator) and the rest of the bits that represent the prefix code word. Since these two parts are separable in this method of labeling, the decoder could consist of an ML decoder (with the same trellis structure explained in the previous section) for the fixed-rate entropy-coded part plus a standard Viterbi decoder for the TCQ part (the issue of TCQ decoding will be explained later).
II)
A variable-length binary prefix code is assigned to and [23] . In this case, the path-indicator bits of TCQ and the prefix code-word bits are not separable. Therefore, the ML decoder for the fixed-rate entropy-coded part and the TCQ decoder are combined. In other words, the two trellis structures are merged and, as a result, the decoder complexity increases substantially.
E. Index Assignment
As discussed earlier, the FEVQ under consideration relies on a variable-length scalar quantizer with prefix codes. As prefix codes can be represented by a tree structure, the number of possible choices for different index assignments are limited. This makes the task of optimizing the index assignment much simpler in comparison with that of other vector quantizers. To obtain the best performance in assigning the binary code words to the quantization levels, we follow a rule that the quantizer points that have the same binary length and are far from each other should differ in as many bit positions as possible and the ones that are close together should differ in as few bit positions as possible. In other words, among the code words with equal binary lengths, the largest Hamming distance between the code words (indexes) should correspond to the largest Euclidean distance between the corresponding threshold levels and vice versa. This will reduce the chance of error between parallel branches in the trellis.
In a given prefix code (Huffman code), the tree can be labeled in different ways, resulting in different binary prefix codes, all with the same set of code-word lengths. Satisfying the abovementioned rule is not possible for some choices of labeling. Our goal is to devise a method to label a binary tree such that it allows us to map indexes to reconstruction levels in accordance with their Euclidean distances from each other. The labeling of the tree is done such that the leaves of the tree from the left to the right represent the reconstruction levels of the scalar quantizer from the left to the right, respectively.
Assume there is a prefix code assigned to a set of reconstruction levels and the lengths of the code words and the binary tree representing the code words are known. For most class of sources e.g., Gaussian, Laplacian, etc., the probability density function (pdf) is a symmetric function with respect to the axis . For these types of sources, the pdf is also usually monotonically decreasing in each side of the axis. We assume that the source under consideration has such a pdf. To reflect the source symmetry in the prefix code tree, we choose the labels of one side of the tree to be a complement of the other side. This guarantees that code words of equal length get the maximum Hamming distance when representing two symmetrical points at the two sides of the axis. Code words of equal length may also happen at one side of the axis. Noting the assumption that the source pdf is monotonically decreasing, we conclude that such code words of equal length will correspond to neighboring quantizer partitions. In this case, to satisfy being a distance-preserving mapping, we choose the labels of one side of the tree to form a gray code at any given depth, which guarantees that the neighboring labels differ in only one bit position. In order to have a gray code at any depth, we alternately map the and to subsequent pairs of leaves. In other words, if we have mapped the to the first pair of leaves, the next pair will have the label of and vice versa. (Obviously, this method does not result in a unique way of labeling.)
For example, Fig. 2 shows a symmetric binary tree representing Code(I) from Table I . The labeling in half of the tree (the right side) is done such that the code words form a gray code at any depth and the labels of one half of the tree are the complements of the other half. In Fig. 3 at depth 3 , code words 000, 001, 011, and 010 form a gray code. In Fig. 3 , in the right side of the tree at the depth of 3, there are two pairs of leaves that have the label of 0,1,1,0 from the left to the right. The following procedure describes how to label a given tree to satisfy the index-assignment conditions. 1) Index the right (left) side of the symmetric tree. The indexing is such that, at any depth, the code words form a gray code. 2) Index each branch from the left (right) side of the symmetric tree by flipping the index of its image from the right (left) side. Table I shows three different possible index assignments for an eight-point scalar quantizer with a specific set of codeword lengths. Code(I) and Code(II) are the two choices obtained by the abovementioned procedure and Code(III) is not satisfying the rules. Table II shows different index assignments for a 16-points scalar quantizer to be used in our FE-TCQ with two different code-word length sets [23] . Note that each index is repeated two times due to the natural redundancy in the trellis structure of the underlying TCQ. In Code(I), a prefix code with code words {111, 110, 10, 0} is designed for each subset , . A different bit is added as an index to differentiate between and or and (there are four elements in each subset and the index assignment presented before does not have any impact on the labeling). In all sets of Code(II), a prefix code is designed for and . Thus, no bit is required as an indicator for each subset. Code(II,a) and (II,b) are designed for a specific set of lengths, which is different from Code(II,c). Therefore, the differences between (II,a) and (II,b) with Code(IIc) is the matter of a different prefix code rather than a different index assignment. In designing Code(II,a), the index assignment rules are not satisfied while they are in Code(II,b).
III. TAIL-BITING TRELLIS-CODED QUANTIZATION (TB-TCQ)
Consider an -D TCQ ( is the block length) with states. The bit sequence at the quantizer output specifies the choice among the possible branches at each state plus an additional bits, which specify the starting state. These additional bits will have a strong impact on the effective bit rate for small values of block length.
Two modifications can be made to avoid sending the extra bits. First, one can use a fixed starting state TCQ to encode each block of source samples. As we will see later, one will loose part of the achievable granular gain by imposing this constraint.
As an alternative, we propose to use a tail-biting trellis structure in which the start and end states on the trellis paths are the same. Using this structure, one does not need any extra bits to specify the starting state. The idea is similar to the tail-biting trellis structure used to construct a block code from a convolutional code [27] [28] [29] . To search through a tail-biting trellis, one straightforward procedure is to run the Viterbi algorithm times for different starting states. The main disadvantage of this method is the increase in the computational complexity (since the Viterbi algorithm has to be used times, the encoding computational complexity of the tail-biting TCQ is times higher than that of TCQ [24] ). To reduce the complexity, several suboptimum and optimum search algorithms have been proposed in the context of the convolutional codes [27] , [28] .
In order to overcome the complexity issue of the tail-biting trellis structure, we present a possible suboptimum search method and a new trellis structure. The new structure, which we call "modified tail-biting trellis" (MTB-TCQ), consists of all paths with a fixed starting and ending state. The encoding complexity of the modified tail-biting trellis is the same as that of the conventional TCQ. Although this structure may loose some part of the packing gain, it can achieve more boundary gain when it is combined with an FEVQ due to using less bits to represent the trellis path. (Note that less paths exist in the modified trellis.) This gain is noticeable when the FEVQ has not achieved most of the boundary gain by itself. We explain this issue in more details when we present our numerical results.
The main idea for applying a suboptimum search method is to reduce the number of independent TCQ search iterations. In the following, we present a suboptimum search algorithm that requires just one search iteration. 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results for the performance of the proposed methods. In all cases, a sequence of 600 000 source samples is used to design the quantizer (using an iterative design procedure [30] ) and a different sequence of the same length is used to measure the corresponding performance. Input samples are from memoryless Gaussian or Laplacian sources. The underlying scalar quantizer is composed of Table I is used], Gaussian source. eight points and, for the case with TCQ structure, the number is 16. Space dimension is and , resulting in an effective rate of 2.5 b/sample (for FEVQ and FE-TCQ). The quantization performance is measured in terms of the mean square distance. The channel model is AWGN with BPSK modulation.
First, we present the numerical results of the proposed ML decoder for FEVQ and FE-TCQ. Fig. 4 shows the received SNR versus channel for ML decoding and for the sample-bysample decoding of FEVQ.
In many known source-channel coding schemes, unlike the method discussed in the paper, the encoder and/or decoder are optimized to operate over a specific channel. Therefore, a comparison between the proposed method and this type of joint source-channel coding schemes is not appropriate. However, another class of source-channel decoders, namely "zero redundancy source-channel decoder," take advantage of the residual redundancy existing at the encoder output to protect the data against the channel noise. Since our FEVQ is based on variable-length codes (prefix codes), we provide comparisons with the source-channel decoder presented in [13] , which uses variable-length codes and takes advantage of the residual redundancy in the decoding. In [13] , at a BER of , there has been an improvement of 0.3 dB over the case where the residual redundancy is not exploited. Fig. 4 shows that, for the proposed ML decoder, the transmitter power can be reduced between one and two decibels. For example, at SNR dB, the difference in the required for the two systems is approximately 1.4 dB. This comparison shows the superior performance of our method. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between three different decoding methods, ML decoding approach using hard and soft decision, and sample-by-sample decoding. The structure of the code words is the same as Code(I) in Table I . It is observed that the ML decoding using soft-decision results in an approximately 1-3-dB improvement in comparison with the other two alternatives. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of soft-decision Table I is used] Gaussian source. Table I as a function of bit error probability of BPSK channel, P , Gaussian source.
decoding for prefix code with three different labeling methods given in Table I . As expected, Code(I) and Code(II) show almost the same performance, while they are both superior in performance in comparison with Code(III).
Assume the prefix code of FEVQ has the set of as the code-word length as the minimum codeword length and as the distinct number of code-word lengths. The total allowed path or the total states at stage (refer to Fig. 1 ) will be . To keep the information of these paths in all the stages, a total of units of memory is required. We also require units of memory to keep the Euclidean distance of every received packet of bits to BPSK level of 1 and 1. There is no multiplication required to calculate the Euclidean distance [the two terms of and Fig. 1 , there are additions required to calculate the metric of the branches. There are also additions required to find the total metric of the paths ending to the next stage. Therefore, the total number of additions will be times the total number of states in the trellis.
FE-TCQ presents a different complexity based on the way prefix coding is done for the subsets (designing a prefix code for each subset or for the union of pair of them). For Type(I), the TCQ decoder and ML decoder of FEVQ can be separated into two modules that can work in parallel. Therefore, the complexity of the FE-TCQ at rate will be the sum of the TCQ complexity at rate 1 and ML decoder complexity at rate . For Type(II), the TCQ decoder and ML decoder of FEVQ act as one module and they cannot be separated any more. In this case, the total allowed paths or the total number of the states at stage will be , where is the number of the states in TCQ trellis. To keep the information of these paths at all stages, a total of units of memory is required. The number of multiplications remains zero, the same as that of the FEVQ, and the number of additions is multiplied with the number of TCQ states . Table III presents the computational complexity of an ML decoder for FEVQ and FE-TCQ at the rate of 2.5 b/dimension. As anticipated, the FE-TCQ using Code(II) has higher complexity than Code(I). It is shown that the achieved gain due to the ML decoder is at the cost of a negligible complexity. Table IV shows the comparison of the soft-decision decoding of the FE-TCQ over a noisy channel for Code(I) and Code(II,c) from Table II . Although Code(II,c) shows better performance in an error-free channel, Code(I) is more robust in the presence of channel noise. This is because the prefix code with the least expected length is more sensitive to the channel noise. This means that the synchronization happens faster in a code with a larger expected length. Another way of explaining the results is that the less the redundancy, the less immunity from the channel noise. Fig. 7 compares the performance of the FE-TCQ using four different index assignments given in Table II Table II as a function of bit error probability of BPSK channel P , Gaussian source.
in a noisy channel (against its best performance in noiseless channel) due to less redundancy in comparison with Code(I), Code(II,a), and Code(II,b).
We have included some numerical results for the methods proposed in [25] and [26] . The results correspond to the performance of modified trellis-based scalar-vector quantizer (TB-SVQ) in a noisy channel (refer to Table IX) . This is a fixed-rate trellis-coded quantizer that uses an enumerating algorithm to label the code-word sequences. By comparison with Table IV , TB-SVQ outperforms FE-TCQ in a noiseless channel. However, in a noisy channel, the proposed ML decoder substantially improves the FE-TCQ performance, resulting in a better performance than TB-SVQ.
In the second set of numerical results, we compare the performance of the tail-biting trellis structure with other fixed block length trellises, as well as TCQ and TCQ, with an early decision. Tables V and VI provide a comparison between TB-TCQ and TCQ for both Gaussian and Laplacian data. We present numerical results for three cases of the TCQ. In the first, TCQ has a block length of 1000 samples 2 and, in the second case, the starting state is fixed, which we call the fixed-starting-state TCQ (FS-TCQ). In the third case, , block length is used with an early decision after stages (decoding depth of the Viterbi algorithm is 16). It is observed that TB-TCQ has a performance similar to TCQ with a much smaller delay. It is also observed that TB-TCQ offers a slight improvement over truncated TCQ. Tables VII and VIII compare the performance of the full-search algorithm with that of the suboptimum search algorithm. The results show a small gap between their performances. For the Gaussian data, this gap becomes smaller as the number of states increases, but for Laplacian data, as the number of states increases, the gap becomes larger. Fig. 8 show the end-to-end performance of the TB-TCQ and TCQ as a function of the resulting bit error probability. These curves demonstrate a significant improvement for TB-TCQ in comparison with TCQ. Similar improvements are observed for trellis diagrams with a larger number of states. Tables X and XI present the comparison of FE-TCQ for the different trellis structures. These comparisons clarify more than the advantage of the tail-biting trellis structure over the other methods for trellis termination. All the results correspond to b/sample (the total binary length of FEVQ is ). In some cases, a few more bits are required to specify the starting state, depending on the type of trellis structure (in which case the total binary length will be modified accordingly). For the regular trellis diagram (TCQ), the numbers of those bits are two or three (for four or eight state trellis diagrams, respectively) and there are no bits required to specify the starting state for the FS-TCQ and TB-TCQ trellis structures. For the MTB-TCQ trellis structure, the encoder not only does not need any extra bits for the starting state, but it also saves another two or three bits. These saved bits correspond to the last two or three stages of the trellis as the trellis path must end at a fixed state. (Since the ending state is a fixed state, there is only one path from the stages or to the stage .) In other words, since the starting and ending states for this quantizer are the same, the decoder does not require the transmission of the last two or three path indicator bits. In summary, if the trellis structure has states, the actual total binary length for the regular trellis is ; for the modified tail biting, it is and for the tail-biting and fixed starting state, it is . Therefore, if FEVQ has not already achieved most of the boundary gain, the FE-TCQ using the modified tail-biting trellis may show better performance than when a tail-biting trellis is used. As an example for Gaussian data, the FE-TCQ with Code(I) and modified tail-biting trellis performs slightly better than the case with a tail-biting trellis (refer to Table X) .
The numerical results of this comparison for the four-state trellis structure and two different prefix code assignments indicate that prefix Code(II,c) produces better results for all cases. The same trend is also observed for the eight-state trellis, except for the fixed-starting state case. The same results is observed in Table II for this comparison. In summary, the fixed-rate entropycoded quantizer using a tail-biting trellis structure shows a better performance in comparison with other trellis structures. Prefix Code(II,c) has the best performance in an error-free channel, whereas prefix Code(II,b) shows the most robust performance in a noisy channel.
